
Host John A says:
**** Begin Pharaoh Mission*******
          " The conspiracy" 
                   part 2

CIV Apryus says:
::standing at the forward bridge, at the multi-purpose panel::

XO Starks says:
:: in turbo lift going to the bridge ::

CTO Williams says:
::Sits at TAC, grumbling, and scanning for Alex::

SO Qwynn says:
:: with XO Starks on the turbo lift ::

CO von Krieg says:
::angrily stabs a comm button on his command chair, terminating a communications to the surface::

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: Incompetents...

SO Qwynn says:
:: nods to the XO :: XO: Sir.

XO Starks says:
:: TL door opens:: SO: after you LT

SO Qwynn says:
:: exits the TL :: XO: Thank you, sir.

OPS Stidd says:
::Lands a Vulcan shuttle in the shuttle bay and proceeds to the bridge::

SO Qwynn says:
:: proceeds to science station ::

XO Starks says:
:: follows the so on to the bridge ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Walking down the corridor. Being careful not to be seen:: Self: Need to get off.

CO von Krieg says:
::gets up and moves over to TAC::CTO: Colonial authorities have agreed to help us on a limited basis. Ground patrols only. What have you found?

CTO Williams says:
CO: Nothing... sir... May I request a manual look myself?

SO Qwynn says:
:: checks on scan in progress for Horn's life signature on the planet ::

XO Starks says:
SO: any luck tracking where the transporter cycle ended?

CO von Krieg says:
CTO: ::looks harshly at the young man:: Denied. The AT will go when appropriate. ::

OPS Stidd says:
::Enters the bridge, looks for the CO and heads over to him::  CO: Lt. Stidd reporting for duty sir.

SO Qwynn says:
XO: Checking, sir.

CTO Williams says:
CO: Sir, I've just picked up a comm badge signature...

CTO Williams says:
::Triangulates on the source:: CO: In a cargo hold.. near the exile...

FCO Horn says:
@::Enters jeffries tubes and takes the long way to the shuttle bay::

CO von Krieg says:
::nods:: OPS: Good to see you, Mr. Stidd. I trust you have taken the liberty to brief yourself enroute?

CIV Apryus says:
::approaches the CO and stands by awaiting his turn::

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods:: CO: I have sir and it seems an interesting set of events to say the least.

CO von Krieg says:
CTO: Coordinate with the local authorities.

SO Qwynn says:
XO: The transporter took her to a cargo hold near the Exile Cafe, sir.

CTO Williams says:
CO: Shall I beam over myself?

XO Starks says:
SO: understood

XO Starks says:
CO: Sir I was going over an old letter from Alex and I think s he's under the impression that she's involved in a Starfleet conspiracy sir. ::hands the Captain a copy of Ms. horns letter::

CO von Krieg says:
::grunts::OPS: I agree. Please assist sciences in their effort to counter our target.

CIV Apryus says:
::steps up quietly next to the XO and CO::

CTO Williams says:
::Gulps when the mention of a "letter"... "HOW DID THEY GET THAT?!" he thinks to himself::

XO Starks says:
:: looks at the CTO:: CTO: something wrong Lt.?

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::Walks over to SO Qwynn::

CO von Krieg says:
::nods to Apryus and takes the padd from the XO::

FCO Horn says:
@::While crawling comes to a computer terminal. Tries to access terminal but can't access it:: Self: Not making this easy are they.

OPS Stidd says:
SO: What do you have so far?

CTO Williams says:
XO: Nothing sir, just caught something in my throat... ::coughs::

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: Commander ::shows him the padd:: is this in your files?

FCO Horn says:
@::Stops and sits where she is::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: I was unaware of this recent clue...

CIV Apryus says:
XO: Did this come from her files?

FCO Horn says:
@Self: How do I get the people responsible here?

XO Starks says:
CIV: no...um...she gave it to me a while back and said to read it if anyting ever happened to her

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Captain, I have another concern about a possible breach, I was searching her personal files... there is a file that has been deleted, which would not be unusual...but...

CTO Williams says:
::Broadcasts Messages out to maybe reach Alex, and find her... Alex... where are you?::

XO Starks says:
CIV:.. but?

CO von Krieg says:
::cocks his head slightly::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: It's logged as being deleted since the time Alex left, meaning someone else is conducting their own investigation

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Without coordinating with you

SO Qwynn says:
XO: Nothing yet, sir.

XO Starks says:
SO: keep trying

CO von Krieg says:
::his eyes narrow::

XO Starks says:
CO: Starfleet security??

CIV Apryus says:
CO/XO: No, couldn’t be, I know espionage, its my job, this was accessed by someone onboard

XO Starks says:
CO: only so many people can access these files

OPS Stidd says:
::Helps the SO try to locate the FCO::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: The relevance of this file I do not know, all I know is that it was there, it isnt now

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Logic would deduct someone is trying to get ahead in this search for Alex, or someone is trying to hinder our investigation

XO Starks says:
Self: ...someone ON the ship  ?

CO von Krieg says:
CIV/XO: Command staff only...

SO Qwynn says:
:: brings up FCO Horn's medical file ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Begins to crawl again towards the shuttle bay::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I could attempt to reconstruct the computer file if you wish, sir.

Host Chuck Black says:
@ :: shimmering eyes glare as he leaves a cargo room::

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: Can you trace back to delete order?

CIV Apryus says:
CO: It could be any senior officer which is directly responsible for the crew men or their safety... a medical or tactical personnel

FCO Horn says:
@Self: My back is killing me. They should of made these jeffries larger

CTO Williams says:
::Scans for the FCO, Alex, where are you?::

XO Starks says:
SO: where ever Alex is on that station she won't want to stay there...I'll bet she'll try to access a transporter to the surface or a runabout

CIV Apryus says:
CO: In my many years at Intel I've learned a thing or two, no guarantees though, this person obviously had a background in such matters... education of some sort

CO von Krieg says:
::turns to CTO::CTO: Mr. Williams, why have we not found Mr. Horn's bio-signature yet?

OPS Stidd says:
::whispers to SO:: Try to touch her mind with yours.

CTO Williams says:
CO: I don’t know, it almost seems as if she's not on the planet, or anywhere else...

CTO Williams says:
::Brushes his hair back::

CO von Krieg says:
XO/CIV: She's masked her signature.

FCO Horn says:
@::Reaches an intersection and makes a right, hoping that it is the right direction::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: If you give me somewhere to work on this... in private, i might trace it, the one thing amateurs forget is to delete the record of them accessing the directory, not the file

SO Qwynn says:
:: relaxes her mind and tries to hone in on Horn ::

CTO Williams says:
::Nods at the CO's suggestion::

XO Starks says:
CO: but her com badge was detected on the station right...she must have been there

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Until I find it... I suggest you keep an eye on your senior officers, we don’t want them to get wind and go clean up after themselves

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: whatever resources you need. We can't work if we can't trust ourselves.

SO Qwynn says:
:: closes her eyes and sees metal... confined space... ::

SO Qwynn says:
XO: She's  in a jeffries tube on the station. 

OPS Stidd says:
xo: Not necessarily sir.  she could have beamed her com badge only to the station.

XO Starks says:
ALL: found her!

SO Qwynn says:
:: brings up a security schematic of the station ::

XO Starks says:
:: stand over the SO's shoulder::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Sir, the most efficient ship runs on trust, but reason to, you have reason to believe that someone has gone astray from the pack, continue to trust but with a kean eye...

XO Starks says:
SO: on the main screen Qwynn

SO Qwynn says:
Computer: show me life forms on the station working in jeffries tubes.

CO von Krieg says:
::turns excitedly to XO::

Host Chuck Black says:
:@ waits  near a jeffries tube exit in the stations cargo bay::

XO Starks says:
SO: where does that Tube lead  ::Points to a part of the screen::

SO Qwynn says:
:: enlarges that portion of the schematic ::

FCO Horn says:
@Thinking: I have to redo my nails when or if this is over

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Sir, we are low on command areas, may I use your ready room?

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: Interference from EPS conduits won't allow a positive Bio scan

XO Starks says:
SO: it's still unclear Qwynn, can you clear it up.. that has to be her

FCO Horn says:
@::Comes to end of jeffries tube and peeks out to get her bearings::

XO Starks says:
ALL: If I know Alex and she wanted to get away I'd grab the closest shuttle and mask the getaway..I bet that's where she's headed

SO Qwynn says:
:: reroutes more power ::

CO von Krieg says:
::gives Apryus a veiled, sideways look:: CIV: Within reason, Commander. Within reason.

SO Qwynn says:
XO: That's a human individual, yes.

Host Chuck Black says:
@:: smiles:: FCO: Hello Alex. I believe you are looking for me?

XO Starks says:
CO: permission to beam to that location ::points to a cargo bay at the end of the Jefferys tube::

FCO Horn says:
@Black: I am not looking for anyone, just doing maintenance in the tubes.

SO Qwynn says:
All: That jeffries tube exits to this cargo bay, here.  :: points ::

CO von Krieg says:
XO: First, take an away team to the surface. Do you understand the mission parameters?

XO Starks says:
CO: aye sir

CTO Williams says:
::Scans for more signatures:: Mutters: Where are you Alex?

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Of course sir... The only other place is here on the bridge... I'll be in your ready room... and um sir... i'll try not to touch anything

CIV Apryus says:
::walks out towards the ready room::

XO Starks says:
ALL: CTO, OPS your with me

OPS Stidd says:
::Follows XO::

XO Starks says:
:: leaves bridge for TR 1::

SO Qwynn says:
:: grabs a medical kit ::

CTO Williams says:
::Stands, and holsters his phaser rifle::

FCO Horn says:
@Black: Is there something I can help you with?

CTO Williams says:
::Follows Starks::

Host Chuck Black says:
@ FCO: Come now.... We know why you started this, you seek the truth... I have it.

CO von Krieg says:
::moves over to SO::SO: Can we counter this mutant if he is indeed on thge planet?

XO Starks says:
:: enters Transporter room 1  and takes  a phaser rifle from the locker ::

CIV Apryus says:
::sits down in the ready room, and pulls up access records::

XO Starks says:
CTO/OPS: ready?

CTO Williams says:
::nods at XO::

FCO Horn says:
@Black: What truth? ::Asks cautiously::

OPS Stidd says:
::Removes a rifle from the locker:: XO: Ready sir.

XO Starks says:
CPO: energize beam

CO von Krieg says:
<CPO>: Aye, sir!

CIV Apryus says:
::pulls up a display of the deleted file, and local time::

XO Starks says:
CTO/OPS: set for stun

SO Qwynn says:
CO: I'm trying to ascertain the source of his energy now, sir, that should help.

FCO Horn says:
@::Looks around to see if there is anyone else around::

OPS Stidd says:
::nods and sets for stun::

CTO Williams says:
::Charges rifle, on stun:: ALL: Lock and load...

CO von Krieg says:
::glances over to officer at FC:: Officer: Be ready to pursue any starship that leaves the system.

Host Chuck Black says:
@ FCO: The Truth about what Starfleet is hiding... The truth about my kind... :: waves a hand and a runabout door opens behind him::

FCO Horn says:
@::After seeing no one else around begins to relax a little::

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Thank you, do the best you can. ::moves back to the con::

XO Starks says:
OPS: break left

XO Starks says:
CTO: Break right

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: The away team materializes in a dim cargo bay

FCO Horn says:
@::Tenses back up after seeing the door open up:: Black: What do you want?

XO Starks says:
@:: moves forward in the cargo bay weapon at the ready

CIV Apryus says:
::Cross references security protocol overrides, and deletion procedure with records of similar authorization codes...::

CTO Williams says:
@::Sets his rifle to rapid fire, stun... a custom setting on his phaser::

CO von Krieg says:
::uncomfortably begins the uncomfortable game of waiting::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Breaks left and moving quietly he seeks out the FCO::

Host Chuck Black says:
@ FCO: I will show you the universe... the future of mankind...

XO Starks says:
@::sees Alex talking to someone::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: ALEX!! 

CTO Williams says:
@::Motions for the XO to cover me...

Host Chuck Black says:
@ :: turns at the yell and waves his hand::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: stand down we're here to bring you back

FCO Horn says:
@Black: I don't want the Universe. I want justice. ::Even though what he is saying is tempting::

OPS Stidd says:
@::Hears the XO yell he moves in that direction::

CTO Williams says:
@FCO: Get on the floor.... NOW!!!

FCO Horn says:
@::Looks and sees the XO::

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: The ATs weapons are ripped from their hands and they find themselves paralyzed::

CTO Williams says:
@::Runs toward the two... with weapon ready::

XO Starks says:
@CTO: watch the other one Ryan!

FCO Horn says:
@::Drops at the command::

SO Qwynn says:
:: closes her eyes and attempts to reach Black's mind ::

CIV Apryus says:
::notices authorizations... High level security authorization for access to classified personal information, similar to deleted at that time...::

CTO Williams says:
@::Stands there, trying to break hold....:: FCO: Must go... arghh!!!

XO Starks says:
@Black: Mr. Black I assume?  ::points rifle::

Host Chuck Black says:
@ SO: ~~~~ foolish girl... don't get involved in this~~~~~

CIV Apryus says:
::Cross references those command codes with the imprinted ones used for the file deletion and duplication of said file::

SO Qwynn says:
:: remains quiet and observant ::

XO Starks says:
@:: frozen in place ::

CTO Williams says:
@::Muscles ripple, trying to fight the force that holds him...::

Host Chuck Black says:
@ FCO: It is your choice come with me and learn or stay with them. :: turns to the runabout::

XO Starks says:
@Black: you won't get away Black!

OPS Stidd says:
@Black: What do you want?

CO von Krieg says:
All: They should have made contact with her.

FCO Horn says:
@::Looks up and sees what is happening:: Black: What are you doing. Leave them alone. They have nothing to do with this

CIV Apryus says:
::notices the revealed information, the codes belong to the CTO and the file is showing signs of duplication, although the record isn’t present...::

Host Chuck Black says:
@ All: ~~~~ I want you, to worship me!!!! ~~~~~  :: smiles::

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Alex don't do it, he's a monster just like the one who killed the captain! Come back with us we'll find the ones in Starfleet responsible for all of this

CIV Apryus says:
::downloads the access records to his own personal files:: Computer: Encrypt and lock, Authorization Intelligence Officer Drian, Apryus K. Alpha Gamma Omega 4-1-4-4-9

XO Starks says:
@::eye wince in pain at the thought projections power::

SO Qwynn says:
~~~~where~~~~

OPS Stidd says:
@Black: I do not find that to be a logical response to your actions.

Host Chuck Black says:
@ :: powers up the ship with a glance::

CTO Williams says:
@FCO: Alex... help... must resist him..

FCO Horn says:
@::After hearing the mental messages, becomes very afraid and flashes back to when the CO died::

CO von Krieg says:
::taps into the tactical sensors to track the AT::

FCO Horn says:
@::Begins moving towards the AT::

SO Qwynn says:
CO: A ship has powered up, Captain.

CIV Apryus says:
::steps out onto the bridge::

OPS Stidd says:
@Black: Worship never evolves from fear.  Your logic is flawed.

SO Qwynn says:
:: maintains contact with Black ::

FCO Horn says:
@::Stands next to the XO::

CIV Apryus says:
::is surprised by the odd atmosphere, something unsettling happening::

CO von Krieg says:
::leans forward:: SO: Override the control systems, Ground them.

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: Feeling Stidds mind Black pushes a hand forward, the telekinetic reaction throws Stidd across the deck

CIV Apryus says:
CO: what’s happening here...

SO Qwynn says:
:: enters override command codes ::  CO: Attempting..

FCO Horn says:
@XO: The only way to defeat this kinda of being is with the same kinda of being

OPS Stidd says:
@All: OOOF.

CTO Williams says:
@::Grunts Chuck:: Chuck: Tell me buddy, how many brain cells does it take to do that?  In your case... maybe one?

CIV Apryus says:
CO: What's going on, on the surface?

XO Starks says:
@FCO: you aren't  saying you want to be like that!? Look at what happens to those who do!

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: Apparently, we have flushed the target.

SO Qwynn says:
CO: Unable to override, Captain.

Host Chuck Black says:
@ CTO: ~~~~~ You are a fool...~~~~

FCO Horn says:
@XO: No I am not. But it all started at the barrier, and I think that is where it must be finished

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Intelligence will be pleased, the data gathered here will be immense, I'll inform SFI of the contact later, do you have a plan for subduing it?

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Alex you'll be killed! 

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Contact port authorities. Close down the launch bay.

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: With a slight gesture from Black the CTO is picked up some 5 meters then dropped

OPS Stidd says:
@Black: ~~~~~~~ You cannot hope to continue controlling all this for sooner or later your power will be at its limit, then what? ~~~~~~~

SO Qwynn says:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO Starks says:
@::see the CTO thrown:::

CTO Williams says:
:: Attempts to resist Chuck... this is going to hurt:: Chuck: You heard me... why don’t' you fight me on even ground?!!! ::Hits the ground with a thud::

XO Starks says:
@Black: STOP IT!!

Host Chuck Black says:
@ OPS: ~~~~ I have no limits fool ~~~~~

CTO Williams says:
<@!>

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Perhaps a mind meld? If you could beam me close enough to him, and I was in one piece, I might be able to quickly establish contact...

SO Qwynn says:
:: contacts starbase authorities ::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: With Linked minds I doubt he could use his powers

CO von Krieg says:
::looks coldly at the CIV::CIV: I plan to stop him.

CTO Williams says:
@BLACK: Or is fighting fair too complex for you mind?

XO Starks says:
@FCO: Alex run while you can get back to the ship

CTO Williams says:
@FCO: ALEX!! RUN!!

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: The runabout lifts off and is through the force field. The AT is released from Blacks control

CO von Krieg says:
CIV: Are you willing to sustain that kind of risk?

XO Starks says:
@:: taps comm badge::

CTO Williams says:
@::Runs towards his phaser... :: Black: Eat this scum....

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Captain, I am willing to do what is the most efficient and logical solution, at this time, this is it

XO Starks says:
@ COM CO: Captain!  Black is on a runabout.

FCO Horn says:
@Black: If it is me you want, then take me and leave my crewmates and friends ALONE!!

CIV Apryus says:
CO: But I suggest you have a bio-bed for me when I get back

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Just get me close to him

OPS Stidd says:
::Stands up and assesses the situation with the AT::

CO von Krieg says:
Flight Officer:: Prepare for tractor beam.

CTO Williams says:
@::Slides around with the phaser, to see Black disappeared....::: ALL: SHOOT!!!

Host Chuck Black says:
ACTION: All sensor arrays on the Pharaoh and station blink and go dark as the Run-about jumps to warp

XO Starks says:
@COM Pharaoh: 4 to beam up

FCO Horn says:
@::Looks at the AT:: ALL; You all right?

OPS Stidd says:
@CTO: Shooting now would prove fruitless.

CO von Krieg says:
All: Damn it!

CIV Apryus says:
CO: So much for stopping him, SFI will be...more then disappointed

XO Starks says:
@FCO: we'll live Alex

XO Starks says:
ACTION: the away team and FCO beam to the Pharaoh

CTO Williams says:
@ALL: To the Cleo!!

FCO Horn says:
@XO: I am glad that you came for me

XO Starks says:
:: stores rifle in locker and heads for the bridge ::

CTO Williams says:
::Charges down his rifle, and runs for the Bridge::

OPS Stidd says:
::Stores rifle and returns to the bridge::

FCO Horn says:
::Follows the XO to the bridge and cringes at the thought of facing the CO::

XO Starks says:
:: pauses and looks at the FCO:: FCO: without you who would fly the ship ::grins::

Host McKinley says:
ACTION: The USS McKinley appears on LRS as it comes back on-line

XO Starks says:
:: walk onto bridge in front of the FCO::

CIV Apryus says:
CO: Captain, Notify me if you get in transporter range

XO Starks says:
SO: advise the McKinley about the runaway runabout

SO Qwynn says:
XO: Aye sir.

CO von Krieg says:
Flight Officer: Get a lock on that ship and pursue at best speed.

XO Starks says:
SO:...see if the Admiral can track it

FCO Horn says:
::Approaches the CO:: CO: LT. Horn reporting for duty and awaiting punishment, sir.

SO Qwynn says:
COM USS McKinley: be advised of a runaway runabout...

CTO Williams says:
::Sits at TAC, and glimpses at the CIV::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: Mr. Williams, I would like to speak to you in private about a matter of security

OPS Stidd says:
::Steps over to OPS and prepares to take his station::

CTO Williams says:
::Coughs:: CIV: Of course sir... ::Stands up and follows the CIV::

XO Starks says:
:: watches the CTO leave and takes the TAC seat::

CO von Krieg says:
::turns to Horn:: Horn: Report to your quarters. XO: First, please escort the Lt.

XO Starks says:
CO: aye sir

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye sir

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: Where are your quarters?

Host McKinley says:
COM: Pharaoh: Acknowledged Pharaoh. We had it on LRS, It is heading to the Delta Proxima system, Rendezvous with us at 142.756 mark 67. McKinley out.

XO Starks says:
:: summons a TAC replacement and leaves the bridge with the FCO::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: You lied to me, Lt.

XO Starks says:
:: waiting at door for the FCO::

CTO Williams says:
::Wipes of his sweating brow...man... all in ONE DAY:: CIV: Deck 2, if it's still there, the last time I checked...

FCO Horn says:
CO: I thought it was necessary. I did not know you and did not know if I could trust you sir

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: I'll follow you, go on

XO Starks says:
FCO: come on Alex  

CO von Krieg says:
::looks downward slightly and speaks heavily:: FCO: I understand, Alexandra. I'm the Captain. Dismissed.

FCO Horn says:
CO: If I did trust the wrong person, we would not be here right now.

CTO Williams says:
::smiles:: CIV: Aye, sir... ::Walks into the TL:: TL: Deck 2...

CIV Apryus says:
::follows him::

CO von Krieg says:
Flight Officer: Engage to the Admiral's coordinates.

FCO Horn says:
CO: Aye sir ::Follows the XO out::

SO Qwynn says:
CO: Shall I take the helm and take us to the McKinley?

CTO Williams says:
::Arrives a quarters...::

XO Starks says:
:: leaves the bridge with the FCO::

CTO Williams says:
::Takes off his commando knife off the wall... ::: CIV: yes?

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Thank you, Mr. Qwynn. That would be good.

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins running permutations on possible shield frequencies and harmonics to try to block mister Blacks mental attacks on the ships systems.::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: Step inside Lieutenant

FCO Horn says:
::After leaving the bridge:: XO: I guess I blew that one

SO Qwynn says:
:: relieves Ensign Whosamoose at the helm, and enters in course to the McKinley ::

XO Starks says:
:: walking down hall:: FCO: ...yep

SO Qwynn says:
CO: Course laid in, Captain.

CTO Williams says:
::Examines it, and blows the dust off it, and places it back up on the wall::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: Lieutenant, Sheath that knife, unless you would like me to interpret it as an act of hostility

XO Starks says:
FCO: but at least your alive to regret it

CTO Williams says:
CIV: Oh sorry, of course...

CO von Krieg says:
SO; Engage.

SO Qwynn says:
:: Engages ::

CIV Apryus says:
::takes his comm badge off and steps over to a panel, disengaging the computer's audio pick up:: CTO: You might want to take your comm badge off for a moment

XO Starks says:
:: arrives at the FCO's cabin door::

FCO Horn says:
XO; I guess I am not cut out for this spy stuff. To many regrets

CTO Williams says:
::Removes his comm badge, and clips it onto the desk in his room:: CIV: Yes?

FCO Horn says:
::Punches a button and her door opens::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: I hold in my files, a record, not a record of what has been, but a record of what hasn’t been... and I have your name on the record... care to explain

XO Starks says:
FCO: forget the cloak and dagger you'll live longer, now don't go running off again...it would hurt my feelings

XO Starks says:
FCO: ...glad your back  ::door closes::

FCO Horn says:
::Smiling at the XO:: XO: I wont take off again

CTO Williams says:
CIV: Hm... bug in the system? ::shrugs honestly::

XO Starks says:
:: grins to self and heads back to the bridge ::

SO Qwynn says:
CO: On course to the McKinley, sir.  ETA is 45 minutes at our current speed.

FCO Horn says:
::Sits on bed and begins to get bored doing nothing::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: A bug... a log of a deletion, with fragmentation indications of a possible duplication and your command codes... all at the precise same moment... after I just ran a diagnostic... Technology isn’t what it used to be... But I guess if you have nothing more to say I better run it by the captain

XO Starks says:
:: enters bridge :: CO: Lt. Horn is secured

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Thank you. The ride might get rough.

CTO Williams says:
::Coughs:: CIV: Okay okay... here ::walks up to the replicator, and calls up "Klingon Targ".... a letter appears in the replicator:: CIV: This what you're looking for?

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: You know... just to make sure that he knows of this...bug...in the system,

XO Starks says:
:: checks a multi-purpose panel and checks the flight plan against LRS readings::

CTO Williams says:
::Sighs...::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I am working on an idea that might protect us from Mr. Blacks mental attacks but it is in the rough stages at the moment.

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at her dirty uniform and changes out with a clean crisp one::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: That is what I'm looking for... steps forward and picks up the letter, tucking it into his tunic::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: What was the meaning of deleting this file?

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Any defense is good at this point. Your idea, please.

CTO Williams says:
CIV: Anything else?... Martini? Shaken, not stirred?

CTO Williams says:
::Sighs:: CIV: Well I'm in trouble now

FCO Horn says:
::Wonders over to the replicator and tries to get something to drink, to find out that all her command codes have been disabled::

Host McKinley says:
ACTION: The McKinley slows on LRS and waits at extreme range for the Pharaoh

CIV Apryus says:
::steps quietly over to the replicator, transfers the "Klingon targ" to his own records, as well as a record of the CTO replicating it recently::

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: You may be in trouble... depends on what you may tell me

FCO Horn says:
Self: Darn it. Can't even get a drink when I want one.

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: I guess not

CTO Williams says:
CIV: That letter still is my personal property... given to me by the FCO...

OPS Stidd says:
CO: I think if we try modulating the shield frequencies and the harmonics at the same time it might act to dampen his mental energies and keep him from interfering with our onboard systems.

CO von Krieg says:
::rests his chin in his hand and looks out into the streaking stars::

CIV Apryus says:
*CO* Captain, I have reason to believe that Chief Williams was intentionally hindering and withholding evidence from an investigation, I believe this matter should be taken up separately...

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Implement the system.

SO Qwynn says:
:: re-familiarizes herself with flight control during the flight ::

CTO Williams says:
*Coughs* CIV: We could have talked about this first....

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Mind you this has not been tested at all so I can not project a level of success with this, Sir.

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: more of them...

CIV Apryus says:
CTO: Oh I'm sorry Mr. Williams... Did I give you the impression I was making a deal? You must of been mistaken

CIV Apryus says:
::restores his comm badge to his uniform, and reactivates the audio pick up on the computer, steps out quietly into the hall::

CTO Williams says:
::Moves his arms back:: CIV: I never said anything about a deal? Did you?

OPS Stidd says:
::begins setting up the necessary programming::

Host McKinley says:
***** Pause Mission******


